
 

LIFE GROS
 

Biostimulant with amino

 

GUARANTEED RICHNESS
 
Free amino acids: 9% = 10% w/v                                    
Total nitrogen (N): 2,8%                                    
Organic nitrogen: 2,8%                            
Organic matter: 20% 
 
 

GENERAL FEATURES 
 
LIFE GROS is a biostimulant that contains the 
intake of amino acids and organic matter
health. It has been designed to be used via foliar application
or fertigation. LIFE GROS’s amino acids are 
directly by the plant and save the plant the 
synthesizing them. The energy saved increases the plant’s 
genetic potential, as the amino acids are absorbed
and transported to the organs with more activity. In
addition, LIFE GROS contains natural hormones (v
steroids) that increase the synthesis of ARN, DNA and 
other proteins. Also, it promotes and stimulate
division, increasing tails and fruits elongation. 
 
Therefore, LIFE GROS is recommended for increasing the 
fruit setting and to improve the fattening of the fruit in all 
types of crops, especially citrus-fruits, stone
fruit vegetables. LIFE GROS decreases,
the number of fruits that fall down, while 
size. The results are similar to phytoregulators.

 
 

Manufactured by: 
AGROQUIMICOS Y NUTRIENTES, S.L.
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AGROQUIMICOS Y NUTRIENTES, S.L. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
 
Dose 
Foliar application: dilute it in water, the dose is 
200 c.c./hl. 
Fertigation: for vegetables 2-3 lit
application until reaches 6-9 liters/hectare.
 
Application season 
Citrus-trees: first application during 
and another one after the fruit physiological ripening, 
so the fattening of the fruit improves
Stone fruits: two treatments, one 
down and another one 30 days after. 
Vegetables: treatments in intervals of 15
order to set the fruit. 
 
Presentation 
Bottles of 1 liter and drums of 5 lite
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